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1. Suppose the functions pk(!), q&(t) are continuous on the interval 
u < t < b and let yk(t) be a solution of the differential equation 
(pg’)’ A- qfg = 0 
for K = 1,2. Sturm’s comparison theorem states that if p1 2 pz > 0, 
q1 < q2 and n(a) = 0 then y2(t) has at least as many zeros as rl(t) on the 
interval a < t < b. The best-known proof of this theorem is based on an 
identity due to Picone (Ince [l]). A no th er simple proof, using polar coor- 
dinates, has been given by Kamke [2]. 
The first extensions of Sturm’s theorem to systems of differential equations 
were proved by Morse [3] and by Birkhoff and Hestenes [4], using methods 
of the calculus of variations. In 1955 Lidskii [5] announced without proof 
similar results, based on a generalization of the polar coordinate method. 
A special case of Lidskii’s comparison theorem has been given by 
Jakubovir [6]. Atkinson [7], in his recent book on boundary problems, has 
developed the machinery necessary for converting Lidskii’s argument into 
a rigorous proof. However, he does not formulate any general comparison 
theorems but concentrates attention instead on separation theorems. 
In the present work we carry through the proof of such comparison 
theorems along the lines laid down by Atkinson. At the end of the paper 
we give also a generalization of I’icone’s identity to arbitrary linear 
Hamiltonian systems. Although this can bc used to prove a comparison 
theorem practically equivalent to that of Jakubovii: it does not seem capable 
of proving the stronger results established earlier in the paper. 
2. Let J be an invertible PZ x n matrix such that /* = -J (the asterisk 
denotes conjugate transpose) and let El(t) b e a continuous Hermitian matrix 
for a < t < b. A system of differential equations of the form 
Jx’ = H(t)x (1) 
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will be said to be canonical. It is easily verified by differentiation that if X(t) 
is a fundamental matrix for (1) such that X(a) = I then 
x*(t)Jx(t) = J (2) 
Let M, N be constant matrices such that 
M* JM = N* JA? 
and 
.$f[ =.- Nf = 0 implies 5 =o. 
We look for solutions .x(t) of (1) satisfying the boundary conditions 
(3) 
(4) 
x(u) = M[, x(c) = N[ (5) 
for some vector t and some value c, a < c < 6. If the boundary value 
problem (l)-(5) has a solution x(t) -f 0 then c is said to be a conjugate point 
of a. The number of linearly independent solutions is called the order of the 
conjugate point. If c is not a conjugate point we ascribe to it the order zero. 
Put 
1.: -7 J(XM - AT), v = XM + Iv, (6) 
w = (V -I- iU)( v - iU)-‘. (7) 
THEOREM 1. The matrix W(t) exists and is unitary for a < t < b. It 
satisfies the dijjerentiul equation 
W’ = iWR, (8) 
where the Hermitian matrix R = R(t) isgiven by 
R = 4(V* + iU*)-‘M*X*HXM( V - iU)-‘. 
We show first that 
v*u- u*v=o. 
In fact, since J* = -J, the left side is equal to 
(M*X* -;- N*) J(XM - N) + (M*X* - N*) J(XM + A’) 
= 2(M*X* JXM - N* JN) = 0, 
by (2) and (3). Hence 
(V* - iU*)( V + iU) = (V* + iU*)( V - iU) = V*V + U*U. (9) 
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The right side is a nonnegative Hermitian matrix. If for some value t, 
a < t < b, and some vector 6 
I*( v*v + u*ilg = 0 
then U.$ = I’6 = 0 and hence XMt = Nt = 0. Since X is invertible this 
implies t == 0 by (4). Thus 
v*v + u*lJ > 0. 
It follows from (9) that V - iU is invertible, i.e., W exists, and 
W* W = (V* + iU*)-l( V* - iU*)( V + iU)( V - ill)-’ = I. 
Finally 
W’ L- (V’ + iU’)( V - iU)-l - (V $ iU)( V - iU)-l( V’ - iU’)( V - iU)-l 
= [(V’ + iU’) - W( V’ - iU’)]( V - iU)-’ 
= W( V* + iU*)-I[( V* - iU*)( V’ + iU’) 
- (V* + iU*)( V’ - iU’)]( V --- iU)-l, 
because W is unitary. Thus 
W’ = 2iW( V* + iU*)-l( V*U’ - U*V’)( V - iU)-l. (10) 
But by (6) and (1) 
VU’ - u*v = (M*x* -+ N*) JX’M + (M*X* - N*) JX’M 
= 2M*X*HXM. 
THEOREM 2. The order of c (a < c < 6) is equal to the number of e-&en- 
values of W(c) equal to -j- 1. 
We show first that Uf = 0 if and only if 5 = (V - iU)f satisfies W[ = 5. 
In fact if lJ.$ = 0 then 
W[=(V+iU)f= V.$={. 
Conversely, if W{ = 4 then 
(V + iU).f = WC = 5 = (V - iU)f 
and hence Uf = 0. 
Now the solution of (1) which satisfies the first boundary condition (5) 
is x(t) = X(t)Mf. This satisfies the second boundary condition also if and 
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only if (X(c)&! - N)[ = 0, i.e., V(c)6 = 0. Moreover the solution x(t) is 
identically zero if and only if A!.$ = N[ 1= 0, i.e., 6 = 0. Hence the order of c 
is equal to the dimension of the nullspace of t’(c) and therefore, since V -- ilJ 
is invertible, to the dimension of the eigenspace of W(c) corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 1. 
From now on WC assume that H(t) has the following property: 
zV[ -f 0 implies f*A7*H(t)Nf ‘..z 0. 
With its aid we can prove 
(11) 
THEOREM 3. The interval a .s: I < h contains at most finitely many 
conjugate points of u. 
We show first that the set of conjugate points is closed. Let {tnt} be a 
sequence of conjugate points such that t, - t as rnd CO, where 
a < I < h. Then the equation (1) has a solution x*(t) -- X(t)Mf, , where 
f,*.$, 1, such that f&t,,) = Nf, . By restricting consideration to a 
suitable subsequence we may suppose that 6, + &, where [*[ = 1. 
Then x,,,(t) converges uniformly to .?(t) - X(t)Mf and Z(1) N[. Hence f  
is also a conjugate point. 
We show next that the conjugate points arc isolated. Suppose c is a 
conjugate point. For any cigenvector 5 of W(c) belonging to the eigenvalue 1 
we have [*Z?(c)5 Y.‘- 0. For if f  .= (V .- iL’)-‘5 then r/f ::- 0, i.e., XMf = Nf, 
and hence Nf f  0 and 
[*R< = 4f*M*X*IIXMf = 4f*N*HNf > 0, 
by (11). We now apply the following theorem of Atkinson ([?‘I, p. 469): 
THEOREM .4. Let the unitary matrix W(t) satisfy the d#erential equation 
W’ = iWR, 
where R(t) is a continuous Hermitian matrix for a < t < b. If  (*R(c)5 > 0 for 
all eigenvectors 5 of W(c) belonging to the eigenvalue h = eia then the eigenvalues 
of W(t) in the ne@borhood of h for values of t slightly greater (fess) than c 
have argument greater (less) than a. 
It follows that W(t) does not have the eigenvalue I for values of t near c 
and hence, by Theorem 2, there are no other conjugate points in the 
neighborhood of c. Since the set of conjugate points is closed and has no 
limit points it must be finite. 
For any c, a < c < b, we define the index j(c) of c to be the sum of the 
orders of all conjugate points of a in the interval a < t < c. Our comparison 
theorem relates the indices of two different canonical systems. 
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THEOREM 4. Let H,(t), H,(t) be two continuous Hermitian matrices satisfying 
the condition (11) and such that H,(t) > H,(t) fog a < t < b. Then for any c 
(a .-: c < b) we have 
j2(c) > j’(C). (12) 
Moreover j,(c -- 0) &il(c) if x(t) - 0 is the only solution of the equation 
Jx’ -: H,(t).r 
satisfying the boundary conditions (5) f  OY which N,(t)x(t) = Ila( for 
a<t<c. 
Put H, = H, - H, and consider the canonical system 
/.I?’ (MI” ! HJS. (13) 
The functions X and Ware now differentiable functions of the parameter A 
and (10) still holds if derivatives with respect to t arc replaced by derivatives 
with respect to A, i.e., 
WA -= 2iW( V* f  iF)- *(V* U, - U* C,)( V - ill-l. (14) 
Rut 
V*U, - U*C:, .-: (M*X* -; N*)JX,M + (M*X* .- N*)JX,M 
2M*X* JX,M. (15) 
Differentiating (13) we see that X, is a solution of the inhomogeous equation 
JX,’ == (AH, ..- H,)X, t H,X 
satisfying the initial condition XA(a) = 0. Therefore, by the variation of 
constants formula, 
X,(t) :: jf X(t)X-‘(s) J-‘H,(s)X(s) ds 
* 
-: X(t) J-’ 1’ X*(s)H,(s)X(s) ds 
.’ (I 
by (2). Hence 
X*(t) JXA(t) = j’ X*(s)H,(s)X(s) ds. 
n 
Combining this with (14) and (15) we see that W is a solution of the differ- 
ential equation 
WA = iWQ, 
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where the Hermitian matrix Q = Q(t, h) is given by 
Q -_ 4(~* + XI*)-‘M* jt x*(s)Ho(S)x(s) ds M(v - XI)-~. 
n 
Since II, L> 0 we have Q :I’ 0. It follows by a limiting process from 
Theorem A that for each eigenvalue r~~(t, X) of W(t, h) arg w,(t, h) is a non- 
decreasing function of /\. Thus 
arg zr(t, I) 3 arg w,(t, 0). 
But both sides agree for t 7 a and, by the proof of Theorem 3, each increases 
with t at a multiple of 2~. Hence the number of times rzg( 1) that arg wk(t, 1) 
is equal to a multiple of 2~ on the interval a < t .< c is at least as great as 
the number of times tlk(0) that arg zck(t, 0) is equal to a multiple of 277 on 
this interval. Thercfore 
We will have ja(c 0) ;.c jr(c) if arg w,(c, 1) :;. arg z+(c, 0) for every 
k for which arg ZC~(C, 0) is a multiple of 2 r. This inequality in turn will 
follow from Theorem A if [*Q(c, O){ > 0 for all cigenvectors 5 of W(c, 0) 
belonging to the eigenvaluc 1. But S*Q,i; 0 implies 
H,,(s)X(s)M( L’ - icy{ = 0 
for a < s < c. Thus, putting 5 = (C,’ .- iU) -‘<, x(t) -.-. X(t)M[ is a solution 
of the differential equation (12) such that H,,(t)x(t) .= 0. Moreover U[ .= 0, 
since W< - 5. Hence X(C) = -V[ and .r(t) satisfies the boundary conditions (5). 
Therefore, by the hypothesis of the theorem, x(t) r 0. Thus M[ = Art -. 0, 
which implies f  = 0 and 5 0. But this contradicts the assumption that i is 
an eigcnvector. 
The previous theorem compares the solutions of two differential equations 
satisfying the same boundary conditions. We consider next two solutions 
of the same differential equation satisfying different boundary conditions. 
‘ZIHEOREM 5. Let M, , Xk be constant matrices satisfying (3), (4) for 
k = 1, 2. Suppose also that the mutrls 
D = Ml* JM, --- X1* JX, 
is nonnegative Hermitian and that for any p :-‘; 0 the matrix 
M, - A’, + p(M1 - N,) 
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is invertible. I f  H(t) salisfes the condition (11) for k = 1, 2 then for any c 
(a<c _ < b) me have 
jdc) > jdc). 
Moreover j2(c 0) :;: jl(c) if x(t) A 0 is th e only solution of the equation (I) 
satisfying the boundfzry conditions X(U) = M,f, x(f) : N,f with Df = 0. 
Put 
M,, =: M, - M, , h:, =- iv, - A’, . 
WC look for solutions x(l) of the boundary value problem (l)-(5) with 
M -- AM, + M, , iv :-- kV” .: N, . 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem this satisfies the conditions (3) and (4) 
for 0 < h < I. The matrix U’ is a function of the parameter h and (14) 
holds with 
PEA - u* VA = (M*X* -;- N’)J(XM” lVo) 
7 (M*x* - N*)J(xMo ..I- NJ 
: 2(M*JM,, - N*JN”) 
= 20. 
Thus W is a solution of the differential equation 
WA 7 iWP, 
where the Hermitian matrix P --. P(t, A) is given by 
P = 4( V* + iU*) -lD( b ill-‘. 
Hence P > 0 and for each eigenvaluc zlr(t, A) of W(t, A) arg w,(t, A) is a 
nondecreasing function of A. 
If  W(a, A)[ == 5 for some vector 5 then f  = (l’ - iU)-14 satisfies 
g(a, A)[ = 0. Hence Mf = Nf and, if X # 0. 
[M2 - N, + h -‘(l - h)(M, - X,)&f = 0. 
By hypothesis this implies 5 = 0. Thus for 0 < A < 1 the matrix W(a, A) does 
not have I as an eigenvalue. Consequently the eigenvalues can be chosen 
so that 
O< arg wi(a, A) < arg W2(a, A) < ... < arg ~,(a, A) < 2~ 
for 0 < X :< 1, with equality on the left only for A : 0. Using the notation 
of the proof of Theorem 4 it follows that nk( 1) 2 n,(O), and hencei, > jr(c). 
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If <‘P(c, O)[ = 0 f or a vector 5 such that W(c, O){ = &’ then 6 = (V - iv)-l< 
satisfies V(c, O)[ = Df = 0. Thus x(t) = X(t)Mrf is a solution of the 
equation (1) satisfying the boundary conditions .X(U) = M,t, x(c) = N,t 
with 116 -- 0. It follows as in the proof of Theorem 4 thatj,(c - 0) >,ji(c). 
3. We now specialize these results to the important Hamiltonian case in 
which 
J = (“3 $9 (16) 
where 9 is the Y x v unit matrix (rz = 2~). For any Y x Y Hermitian matrix 
.N the matrices 
have the properties (3) (4). If 
H=g* :, (17) 
is the corresponding partition of I{(t) and % > 0 then, as is easily verified, 
H has the property (11). Let 
X(t) = ($‘,, (18) 
be the 2v x v matrix solution of the equation (I) which satisfies the initial 
conditions 
qa) = 9, 2=(a) = JK 
A vector solution x(t) of (1) satisfies the first boundary condition (5) if and 
only if it has the form x(t) = T(tb. It then satisfies the second boundary 
condition (5) if and only if a(c), = 0. Hence the conjugate points of a are 
just the zeros of det S’(t) and the index j(c) of any point c is the total number 
of zeros of det Y(t) on the interval a < t < c, multiple zeros being counted 
according to their multiplicity. Thus Theorem 4 contains the original 
comparison theorem of Morse. Similarly, by taking 
we obtain the comparison theorem of Birkhoff and Hestenes. 
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Suppose next that we take 
Then the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied in their strong form, so 
that &(c - 0) > ii(c). But if we write 
the conjugate points of a corresponding to M, , N, are the values c for 
which the boundary value problem y(a) = y(c) -- 0 has a nontrivial solution. 
The conjugate points of a corresponding to M, , N, are the values c for which 
the boundary value problem y(a) = z(c) -Y-L 0 has a nontrivial solution. 
Thus Theorem 5 contains Theorem 10.3.3 of Atkinson [7]. 
Finally we gencralise Picone’s identity to arbitrary linear Hamiltonian 
systems. For any 2v x v  matrix solution (18) of (1) 
is a constant matrix. The solution X is said to be conjoined if this constant is 0. 
On an interval on which Y is invertible put W %Y-‘. Then, if H is 
given by (17), f’ is a solution of the matrix Riccati equation 
If B is a conjoined solution of (1) then W is a Hermitian solution of (19). 
These elementary properties may be found in Reid [8]. 
Suppose now that we have two Hamiltonian system 
IX’ = H&)X 
and let .Flc (K = I, 2) be corresponding conjoined solutions. Put W, = ZE’“,Y’,-l 
and 
B = Yl*(w2 - -ru;)Y, (20) 
Then our generalization of Picone’s identity states that 
W’ = ‘Yl*(w* - W,)%*(Tf& - ?qp, + Yl*9Yl ) (21) 
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where 
It shows that B is a nondecreasing function if 2T1 > 0 and H, 3 HI . In this 
symmetric form the formula appears to require the invertibility of both 
GY1 and ?Y2. Actually only the invertibility of +Y3/, is required, since WICY1 = .T2”,. 
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